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Abstract

This study analyses the demand for kadhis’ courts in Mainland Tanzania. The controversy of kadhis’ courts is creating conflicts and tensions between some Christians and Muslims and between some Muslims. The Muslim demand is complicated by the failure of the government to demonstrate its clear position on this matter. The controversy raises issues about constitutionalism, secularism, justice, and Christian-Muslim relations. Some Muslims in Tanzania want to include kadhis’ courts in the constitution; they want the operation of kadhis’ courts to be supported by government funds, the national chief kadhi to be appointed by the government, and the president to officially announce the establishment of these courts.

In support of this demand, Muslims argue that kadhis’ courts are part of Muslim worship; these courts were in operation in Mainland Tanzania prior and during the colonial rule and were abolished after independence in 1963 by the government without consultation with Muslims; kadhis’ courts are in operation in some states in which Christianity is predominant; current civil courts have some English, Indian, and Christian elements that are irrelevant to Islam; Muslims are prohibited by their faith from presenting cases related to family matters in civil courts; kadhis’ courts will address historical injustices against Muslims by the government and Christians; Christians dominate social, political, and economic opportunities; kadhis’ courts will decrease immorality in society, unite Muslims, preserve Muslim beliefs, values, and identities; and advance development in Mainland Tanzania; and kadhis’ courts have distinctive features.

In reaction to the Muslim demand, Christians argue that the establishment of kadhis’ courts in Mainland Tanzania is against the current constitution, the Muslim demand is intended to Islamize the country, to eradicate Christian influence, to introduce corporal punishments, and
to create employment among Muslims; the demand is influenced by terrorist groups of Al Shaabab and Boko Haram, and some Islamic states in which kadhis’ courts are operative and other Islamic extremist groups; the Muslim demand is motivated by religious prejudices, politic, and poor leadership of the government; and kadhis’ courts will violate human rights.

My major thesis for this study is that, given that Tanzania is a democratic secular state and signatory of the Universal Declaration Human Rights and African Charter on Human and People’s Rights, the current constitution should be amended to allow provisions for the establishment of other courts, including kadhis’ courts. Kadhis’ courts should deal with Muslim family matters and are to be consulted by Muslims on a voluntary basis. My support for the Muslim demand includes the inclusion of kadhis’ courts in the constitution, the appointment of the national chief kadhi by the government, and official announcement of the establishment of these courts by the President. Given that government funds for kadhis’ courts will cost all Tanzanians, I propose a national dialogue on this matter involving the government, representatives of all Muslim and Christian groups, other religious communities, and organizations.

My support for the Muslim demand is motivated by my understanding of the holistic nature of Islam, legal recognition of kadhis’ courts with government funds in Zanzibar (which is part of the United Republic of Tanzania), my interpretations of constitutionalism, secularism, justice, religious freedom, and human rights, and legal recognition of religious courts in secular states such as the United Kingdom, Kenya, and Uganda. My thesis does justice to all religious groups who want their courts to have legal recognition. In order to test my thesis I carried out field research (in Kigoma and Dar es Salaam) of which this study is a report. The term “kadhi” is used in this study to refer to a Muslim judge and kadhis’ courts are Islamic courts.
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